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COVERING PROPERTIES ON
 

a-SCATTERED SPACES
 

Peter J. Nyikos 

1.	 Introduction 

Compact scattered spaces have been studied for a com

paratively long time because of their many elegant proper

ties. It has also been known for a while that paracompact 

scattered spaces are nicely behaved, too. For example, the 

product of a paracompact scattered space and any paracompact 

space is paracompacompact [T], and every first countable 

paracompact scattered space is metrizable [W W ]. These
2

theorems are easily shown to extend to spaces which can be 

expressed as a countable union of closed, scattered sub

spaces--what I will call a-scattered spaces in this paper. 

Until now, little attention has been paid to a-scattered 

spaces with covering properties which generalize these two: 

properties like subparacompactness, e-refinability, screena

bility, and so forth. One aim of this paper is to show how 

many covering properties, if satisfied hereditariZy by a a

scattered space, are also very well behaved. The following 

two theorems are typical of what will be proven in the course 

of this paper: 

Theorem 1.1. If X is a hereditarily metacompact~ a

scattered space~ and Y is a [hereditariZy] metacompact space~ 

then X x Y is [hereditarily] metacompact. (And "a" great many" 

covering properties can be put in place of metacompact here.) 
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Theorem 1.2. A a-scattered space is a-discrete if, and 

only if, it is 8-refinable and every point is Go. [Aside: 

although "hereditarily" does not appear in this theorem, it 

is clear that a-discrete is hereditary and implies hereditar

ilye-refinable.J. 

A number of different theories are introduced in this 

paper, my objective being not merely to prove theorems but to 

do them in the most natural setting. For example, it seems 

that the optimal approach to metacompact spaces is essentially 

the same as for screenable and meta-Lindelof spaces, but some

what different from the optimal theory for8-refinable spaces 

and considerably different from that for weakly 8-refinable 

spaces. With each theory, a class of spaces is introduced 

which is more general than the kinds of a-scattered spaces the 

theory is designed to deal with. 

2. Conventions 

All through tnis paper, "space" will mean "T space."l 

Usually this separation axiom is enough to obtain the desired 

results. 

Let us recall two possible ways of defining a scattered 

space. 

Definition 2.1. A space is scattered if it does not 

contain a dense-in-itself subspace. 

Lemma 2.2. A space is scattered if, and only if, every 

subspace Y has a point which is isolated in Y. 

However, it is a third characteristic of scattered 
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spaces which we will be using most often in this paper. 

Notation 2.3. Let X be a topological space. Let 

x(O) X. Let x(l) denote the collection of non-isolated 

points of X (the derived set of X). With x(a) defined for 

an ordinal a, let x(a+l) = (x(a)) (1). If a is a limit 

ordinal let x(a) = n x(S) , S<a· 

It is easy to see that a space X is scattered if, and 

only if, x(a) is empty for some a. 

Definition 2.4. Let X be a scattered space. A point 

x E X is of level a (notation: i(x) = a) if it belongs to 

x(a) _ x(a+l). 

Clearly, the level of a point is a unique ordinal num

ber, and: 

Lemma 2.5. Every point p of level a has a neighborhood 

in which every point other than p is of a strictly lower level 

than a. 

We will be repeatedly using the natural induction which 

this lemma gives us on a scattered space. 

A space will be called a-scattered if it is a countable 

union of closed, scattered subspaces and weakly a-scattered 

if it is a countable union of scattered subspaces. This 

terminology is at variance with that of [WW31, which uses 

a-scattered to mean what we call weakly a-scattered here. 

This terminology has been adopted "to allow easy comparison 

with the concept of a-discreteness: universal usage has it 

that a space is a-discrete if it is the union of countably 
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many closed discrete subspaces. We will call a space which 

is a countable union of discrete subspaces weakly a-discrete. 

The next two sections can be read independently of each 

other. I have put the one on weakly a-discrete spaces first 

because it seems to penetrate more quickly and deeply into 

the structure of the spaces involved. 

3. Weakly cr-Discrete Spaces 

The concept of weak a-discreteness goes very well to

gether with weak 8-refinability. For one thing, the proof 

that every weakly a-discrete space is weakly 8-refinable en

tails little more than recalling the relevant definitions. 

Definition 3.1. A space X is weakly 8-refinable if for 

every open cover there exists an open refinement V = U~=lVn 

such that for each x E X there exists n such that the order 

of V at x is positive but finite. n 

H. Bennett and D. Lutzer have given a quick proof that 

one gets an equivalent concept by substituting the seemingly 

stronger "such that ord(x,V ) = 1" at the end [BL].n 

Lemma 3.2. Every weakly a-discrete space is (heredi

tarily) weakly 8-refinable. 

Proof· Let X = U
OO 

X where each X is discrete. Ifn=l n n 

U is an open cover of X, let V be a collection of open sets n 

such that ( i) each member of V meets X in exactly one point,n n 

(ii) X c: UV , and (iii) each member of V is contained in n n n 
00 Vsome member of U. Then V = is a refinement of U suchUn=l n 

that ord(x,V ) = 1 for each x E X . n n 

Obviously, weak a-discreteness is a hereditary property, 
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as is a-discreteness. The following lemma is also pretty 

obvious. 

Lemma 3.3. The finite product of [weakly] a-discrete 

spaces is [weakly] a-discrete. 

The connection with a-scattered spaces begins with: 

Theorem 3.4. A scattered space is hereditarily weakly 

6-refinable if3 and onZy if3 it is weakly a-discrete. 

Proof. Sufficiency comes by Lemma 3.2. To prove 

necessity: the theorem is obviously true for a discrete 

space. Assume it has been proven for all X such that every 

point of X is of level ~S for some S < a. 

Case I. a is a limit ordinal, and there are no points 

in X of level a. Let U be an open cover of X such that for 

each U E U there exists S < a such that u(S) =~. Let 

V = U
OO 

V be a refinement of U such that for each x E X n=l n 

there exists n such that ord(x,V) 1. Let X be the set of n n 

all x E X such that ord(x,V ) = 1. Then X is the disjointn n 

union of relatively open sets X n V (V E V ), each of which 
n n 

is weakly a-discrete by the induction hypothesis. Hence X n 

is weakly a-discrete, and so is X. 

Case II. There is at least one point in X of level a. 

Then the points of level a form a closed discrete subspace 

of X, and by Case I and the induction hypothesis, the rest 

of X is weakly a-discrete, so that X is weakly a-discrete. 

Clearly, Theorem 3.4 remains true if "weakly a-scattered" 

is substituted for "scattered," since the union of countably 
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many weakly a-discrete spaces is weakly a-discrete. In fact, 

we can even say: 

Corollary 3.5. A space is weakly a-discrete if, and 

only if, it is weakly a-scattered and hereditarily weakly 

8-refinable. 

The underlined portions of the proof of Theorem 3.4 will 

occur several more times in this paper. Very often the most 

economical way of proving a theorem about scattered spaces 

is by this very induction method. 

As one can see from [G ], it is very rare for a coverl 

ing property to be inversely preserved under non-closed maps, 

even if the fibers (i.e. inverse images of points) are com

pact. But with weakly a-discrete spaces, the fibers inter

fere much less with each other than in general, and: 

Theorem 3.6. (1) Let f: X + Y be continuous and let 

Y be weakly a-discrete. If f-l(y) is [hereditarily] weakly 

8-refinable for all y E Y, then X is [hereditarily] weakly 

6-refinabZ,e. 

(2) Let f: X + Y be continuous and z,et Y be a-discrete. 

If f-l(y) is [hereditariZ,y] subparacompact for all y E Y, 

then X is [hereditarily] subparacompact. 

Proof. The "hereditarily" version comes free with the 

other, because the restriction of f to a subspace of X sat

isfies the same conditions. 

(1) Let Y=U~=l Y where Y is a discrete subspace of Y n 

for all n. Let lj be an open cover of X and, for each y E Y ,n 

let V be an open subset of X containing f-l(y) and missingy 
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the rest of f-l(y ). Let W(y) be a relatively open cover of 
n 

f-l(y) such that (i) each member of W(y) is contained in some 

member of U and (ii) W(y) = U~=lWm(Y) where for each 

x E f-l(y), there exists m such that ord(x,W (y» = 1. For . m 

each W in W(y), pick an open subset WI of X such that (i) 

WI n y = W, (ii) WI c V and (iii) WI is contained in some 
y 

merr~er of U. Let WI (y) be the set of all such WI, and let 

W= {WI (y) Iy E y}. Then Wis the desired refinement of U. 

(2) We will use the characterization of subparacompact 

spaces given in [Bl ]: Every open cover has a a-discrete 

closed refinement. Let U be an open cover of X and for each 

fiber f-l(y) let J(y) be a a-discrete collection of closed 

-1sets covering f (y), each member of which is contained in 

some member of U. Then U{J(y) Iy E y} is a a-discrete closed 

refinement of ti. 

Corollary 3.7. The product of a [weakly] a-discrete 

spaae and a subparaaompaat [weakly S-refinable] space is sub

paraaompaat [weakZy 8-refinabZel. 

Of course, one can insert "hereditarily" before "[weakly]" 

and "subparacompact" in both places where it occurs, and get 

another true result. 

One might surmise from all this parallelism between 

"subparacompact" and "weakly S-refinable" that the heredi

tarily subparacompact a-scattered spaces are precisely the 

a-discrete spaces. This is not true, however: the one-point 

compactification of an uncountable discrete space is scat

tered and hereditarily subparacompact, but not a-discrete. 
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What we do have is: 

Lemma 3.8. The following are equivalent on a space X.
 

1) X is a-discrete.
 

2) X is weakly a-discrete and every subset of X is an
 

Fa· 

3) X is weakly a-discrete and every open subset of X 

is an Fa. 

3') X is weakly a-discrete and every closed subset of X 

is a Go. 

Proof. We will show that 3) implies 1), the rest of 

the theorem following trivially. Let X = U
OO 

IX where each n= n 

X is a discrete subspace of X. For each x E X ' let V(x)n n 

be an open subset of X containing x and missing the rest of 

U{V(x) Ix EX} and let V 
n 

F is closed in X. Then X n F is a closed set for each m,m n m 

since each point outside F has a neighborhood missing F m m 

and each point inside F is inside V and consequently has a m 

neighborhood which meets at most one point of X n . Thus X 
n 

is a-discrete, hence so is X. 

There has been some interest recently in the subject of 

a-discrete spaces. For example, van Douwen and Wage have 

shown the existence, under a set-theoretic axiom P(c) which 

is implied by Martin's axiom, that there exists a a-discrete, 

collectionwise Hausdorff, non-normal Moore space [vDW]. And 

P. de Caux has constructed, without any set-theoretic axioms 

beyond ZFC, a a-discrete, connected, completely regular Moore 

space [dC]. On the other hand, it can be shown, by a standard 

theorem in dimension theory [N, Theorem 9-10.] that every 
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a-discrete normal space is strongly zero-dimensional. 

In the case of a-scattered spaces, we can go beyond 

Lemma 3.8 with: 

Theorem 3.9. Let X be a a-scattered space. The fol

lowing conditions are equivalent if X is regular" while 

1)" 2)" 3) and 4) are equivalent in general. 

1) X is weakly 8-refinab le and each closed subset is a 

Go· 
2) X is a-discrete. 

2 ' ) X is a a-space. 

2 ' , ) X is semi-stratifiable 

3) X is 8-refinable and has a Go-diagonal. 

4) X is 8-refinable and every point is a Go· 
Proof. 1) is equivalent to 2): Every weakly 8-refina

ble space in which every closed set is a Go is hereditarily 

subparacompact [BL]. In particular, it is hereditarily 

weakly 8-refinable. If it is a-scattered, it is weakly a

discrete by Corollary 3.5 and a-discrete by Lemma 3.8. The 

converse is trivial. 

2) implies 2'): clear from the definition of a-space, 

which requires the existence of a a-locally finite network. 

The sequence 2') + 2' ') + 3) + 4) is well-known for 

regular spaces, cf. [0]. Of course, 3) + 4) is true for all 

spaces, while 2) + 3) is clear from Lemma 3.3. The most 

complicated part of the proof is that 4) implies 2). Let 

X = U~=lXn where each X is scattered and closed in X. We n 

will prove that every subset of x is a W in X and then byn o 
8-refinability it will follow that every closed subset of 
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X is a Go [CCN, Theorem 2.8] in X. A foptiopi, X willn n
 
satisfy 1) and hence 2), and therefore X will satisfy 2).
 

We begin by recalling some definitions from [CCN]. 

00

Let C be a subset of X. A sequence ~ = {<~n,An,TIn>}n=l 

is called a sieve of C in X if each ~n = {Gala E An} is a 

cover of C by sets open in X, and TIn: A +l ~ An is such that n 

(i) if a E A +1' then G c G () and (ii) if a A thenn a TIn a E n' 

C n G U{C n Ga,lnn(a') = a}. A sequence {G }:=l' wherea an
an E An and TIn(a +l ) = an is called a thpead of~. It is notn

required that G and G , be distinct even if a and a' are a a 

distinct members of the same An. C is called a Wo-set in X 

if it has a sieve ~ in X such that the intersection of each 

thread of ~ is contained in C. 

Now if C is a scattered subspace of X and every point 

of C is a Go in X, then for each point P of C we can define 

a sequence Gn<p) of open sets containing p such that (i) p 

is the unique point of maximal C-level in Gn(p), (ii) 

Gn+l(p) c Gn(p) for all n and (iii) n~=lGn(P) = {pl. Let 

~l = {G1(p) Ip E C}. In general, ~n will be 311 possible sets 

of the form Gl(Pl) n --- n Gn(Pn) G(Pl,---,P ), wheren
k

Pk+l E C n ni=lGi(Pi) for all i. [The same set may occur 

many times over, but that is all right.] From this it fol

lows that i(Pk+l) < i(Pk ) whenever Pk+l ~ Pk • We let 

TIn(xl,---,xn_l,xn) = (x1,---,xn_l )· 

Every thread of ~ is indexed by initial segments of a 

fixed sequence of points of C, (Pn)~=l' with the levels of 

the P forming a non-increasing sequence. By well-orderingn 
of the levels, this sequence must become constant from some 

point on, which means that the intersection of each thread 
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is a single point of C. 

Thus we have not only proven Theorem 3.9 but also 

Lemma 3.10. Let X be a space and let C be a scattered 

subspace such that each point of C is a Go in X. Then each 

subset of C is a Wo in X. 

It is impossible to weaken the hypotheses of the 

theorem to read "let X be a weakly a-scattered space" or 

even to "let X be a weakly a-discrete space." 

Example 3.11. The Michael line (obtained by isolating 

the irrational points on the real line and leaving the ra

tionals with their usual base of neighborhoods) is a~ example" 

of hereditarily paracompact space with a Go-diagonal wh~ch 

is weakly a-discrete but not a-discrete: the isolated~points 

do not form an Fa. If one tries to imitate for the Michael 

line the proof that 4) implies 2) in Theorem 3.8, say to show 

that 0 is a Wo-set, the threads will refuse to "get stuck" 

upon a single point of 0, and some will close down upon an 

irrational point. 

Example 3.12. D. Burke has given [B2] an example of a 

locally compact space X with a Go-diagonal, such that x(2) = 

~ [hence X is scattered and weakly a-discrete] which is not 

8-refinable. Thus 1) of Theorem 3.9 cannot be weakened to 

"X is weakly 8-refinable and every point is a Go." A similar 

example was given by J. Chaber [Ch]. 

Theorems 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 make a nice supplement to 

the following "old" results: 
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Theorem 3.13. (1) [WW2 ] Every first countabZe scat

tered space has a A-base. 

(2) [WW3 ] Every first countable a-scattered space has a 

base of countable order. 

From information in [WW1 ] there follows: 

(1) A a-scattered space is developable 

if, and only if, it is first countable and 8-refinable. 

(2) A a-scattered space is metrizable if, and onZy if, 

it is first countable and paracompact. 

It is not true that every first countable scattered 

space is a-discrete: the spaces .of Example 3.12 give counter

examples, as does the space of countable ordinals, which is 

not even weakly 8-refinable. 

Here is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.9 which may 

be of interest to normal Moore space fans: 

Theorem 3.15. The existence of a scattered nonmetrizable 

normal Moore space is independent of the usual axioms of set 

theory, as is the existence of a a-scattered nonmetrizable 

normal Moore space. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.9, every a-scattered Moore space 

is a-discrete, and Fleissner has shown [F] that it is con

sistent that every normal" first countable space be collec

tionwise Hausdorff. Clearly, a collectionwise Hausdorff, 

first countable, a-discrete space has a a-disjoint base; 

and by normality, this refines to a a-discrete base. 

Conversely, the modified Pixley-Roy space given in 
/ 

[R, p. 21] is a metacompact, nonmetrizable, .scattered normal 
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Moore space constructed using MA +--, CH. 

Another famous unsolved problem has been determined as 

far as a-scattered spaces are concerned: 

Theorem 3.16. [G2 ] Every a-scattered stratifiabZe space 

It is natural to inquire, in the wake of Theorem 3.9, 

whether every scattered, paracompact a-space is stratifiable, 

but the answer is no: van Douwen has constructed a countable 

scattered regular space which is not stratifiable [vDP]. 

Gary Gruenhage has also provided a supplement to Theorem 

3.9: 

Theorem 3.17. Every a-scattered symmetrizabZe space is 

a-discrete. 

Indeed, if we let B(n,x) = {Yld(x,y) < !}, we can define 
n 

D to be the set of all x E X such that B(n,x) - {x} contains 
n 

only points of lower level than x. Then it is easy to prove 

that On is a closed discrete subspace of X. More generally: 

Theorem 3.18. [8. W. Davis and G. Gruenhage] Every 

a-scattered J -space is a-discrete. (A definition of J r r 

spaces may be found in [0] or [OGN].) 

Proof. Since every closed subspace of an J -space is 
r 

J it is enough to let X be a scattered J -space.r' r 

Let x E X, and let a = i(x). Then x(a) - {x} is closed 

in 'X, so there exists an integer n(x) such that if y E 

B(n(x) ,x) - {x}, there exists m(y) with y ~ U{B(m(y) ,z) Iz E 

x(a) - {x}}. Since n:=lB(n,x) = {x}, we may choose 
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k (y) > n (x) such that y t U{B(k (y) ,z) Iz E X(a) l . 

{yly E B(n(x) ,x) - {xl for any point xl. Then 

clearly every subset of Xl is closed, hence Xl is closed and 

discrete. 

For each y E X - Xl' let a(y) = min{al there exists x 

such that i(x) = a and y E B(n(x) ,x) - {xl. Let k(y) be 

such that y f U{B(k(y),x) Ix E x(a(y»l, and let D = {Ylk(y)
n 

nl. Let 0' be any subset of D ; we will show that D' is 
n 

closed. 

Indeed, let z ~ D' and let k > n(z)i note that B(k,z) n 
x(i(z» = {z}. If Y E D' n B(k,z), then 1(z) ~ a(y) which 

implies, by the way k(y) is defined, that k < k(y) (=n). 

Hence if m > max{n(z) ,n}, then B(m,z) n D' = ~. 

Since every subset of D is closed, D is closed and n n 

discrete. 

Here are two final tidbits of information about weakly 

a-discrete spaces. 

Lemma 3.19. Every weakly a-disorete, seoond oategory 

spaoe oontains an isolated point. 

Proof· There exists a discrete subspace D such that 

D has nonempty interior u. Let p € D n U, and let V be an 

open neighborhood of p missing the rest of D. Then V n U 

is an open subset of U containing' no point of D other than 

p. But D n U n V is dense in V n U, hence V n U = {pl. 

Corollary 3.20. Every weakly a-disorete, Ceoh oomplete 

spaoe is soattered. 
v 

Proof. Let X be Cech complete. If X is not scattered, 
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it contains a closed, dense-in-itself subspace Y, and every 

closed subspace of a Cech complete space is Cech complete. 

But	 by Lemma 3.19, Y cannot be weakly a-discrete; hence 

neither is x. 

Problem 3.21. Does there exist a nontrivial, normal, 

connected, weakly a-discrete space? 

As already remarked, such a space (if it exists) cannot 

be a-discrete. 

4.	 P-Canonical Covers 

This section revolves around the best key I have found 

to understanding hereditarily metacompact scattered spaces. 

The inspiration for the concept of P-canonical covers 

was provided by the following example. Let DO* denote the 

one-point compactification of the positive integers with the 

discrete topology, let Dl denote the space of countable ordi

nals with the discrete topology, and let D* 
l denote either the 

one-point compactification or the one-point Lindelofization 

of Dl (either will work) . 

We will associate a certain open set with each point of 

0 1 
* ~ DO.* To an isolated point (a,n) we assign the singleton 

{{a,n)}. To a point (*,n) on the "right edge" we assign the 

"horizontal line" 0 1 
* x in}. To a point (a.,*) on the "top 

edge" we assign the "vertical line" {a.} x *DO. And to the 

corner point (*,*) we assign the entire product space. 

This one neighborhood assignment practically tells the 

whole story about the covering properties of 0 1 
* x DO* and its 

subspaces. It gives us an open cover which is point-finite-

in fact, the union of four disjoint collections of open sets. 
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Any open cover U of the space has a refinement whose proper

ties are at least this "nice." We merely pick, for each 

point, an open neighborhood contained both in the neighbor

hood assigned to it above and in some member of lj. The fact 

that the neighborhood assignment was 1 - 1 plays a critical 

role here. Were the same open neighborhood assigned to 

several points, one could take an open cover, none of whose 

members contains all the points involved, and perhaps thereby 

be forced to define a refinement which is "not as nice" as 

the assignment we started out with. 

The subspaces of D* 
l 

x DO* are also well taken care of. 

For a subspace Y, take for each y E Y the intersection of t~e 

neighborhood assigned above to y with Y. This new assignment 

* *does the same thing for Y that the old one did for D x DO.l 

Thus D* 
l 

x DO* is hereditarily metacompact and hereditarily 

screenable. 

As the theory unfolds, it may help to refer back to this 

example from time to time. 

Definition 4.1. Let P be a property. A P-aanoniaal 

cover of a space X is an injective neighbornet V such that 

V = {V(x} Ix E X} satisfies P. (The notion of a neighbornet, 

and the notation, is due to H. Junnila.) 

That is, V is a function which assigns to each point x 

a neighborhood V(x} such that V(x} ~ V(y} if x ~ y. 

By the abuse of language, we will also refer to V as 

being a P-canonical cover. 

Examples we will be studying include where P is the 

property of being point-finite, or a-point-finite, or 
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a-disjoint, or point-countable. Here is an example which 

we can quickly analyze and which illustrates the general 

idea of "blowing up the points of a space to open sets" in 

a nice way, which underlies the whole idea of P-canonical 

covers. 

Example 4.2. Let P be the property of being a-discrete. 

Then a regular space has a P-canonical cover if, and only if, 

it is a-discrete and paracompact. Indeed, if V = {V(x) Ix E 
n 

A } is a discrete collection, then A is a closed discrete 
n n 

subspace of Xi so if V= U~=l V where V is a-discrete, then 
n n 

X is a-discrete. And if U is an open cover of X, we can 

choose for any x E X an open neighborhood W(x) c V(x) such 

that W(x) is contained in some member of U. Then Wis a a-

discrete open refinement of U. Conversely, suppose X is 

paracompact and X = U~=lXn where each X is closed discrete n 

in X. Since X is collectionwise normal, there exists a 

discrete collection V = {V(x) Ix E X } of open sets for each n n 

n such that V(x) and V(y) are distinct (hence disjoint) for 

distinct choices of x and y. We can also assume that 

OOn
V(x) n (Ui=IXi ) = ~ for all x E X +l . Hence U IV is a n n= n 

P-canonical cover of X. 

This example is atypical in that a scattered space can 

be hereditarily paracompact without having a P-canonical 

cover where P is "a-discrete." [Take, for instance, the one-

point compactification of an uncountable discrete space.] 

By way of contrast, we will show below that every hereditar

ily metacompact a-scattered space has a P-canonical cover, 

where P is "point-finite," and in fact this characterizes 
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such a-scattered spaces. 

Definition 4.3. Let X be a space and let P be a pro

perty. Then X is P-refinabZe if every open cover of X has 

an open refinement satisfying P. 

The terms uP-cover," uP-collection," and uP-refinement" 

will mean what they obviously ought to. 

The proofs of the following three lemmas are routine 

and will be omitted. 

Lemma 4.4. Suppose P is a property satisfying 

(A) If V is a P-canonicaZ cover of X, and W(x) is a 

neighborhood of x contained in V(x) for aZZ x E X, then W 

is a P-cover. 

Then if X has a P-canonicaZ cover, X is P-refinabZe, 

and, moreover, if Y c X, every reZativeZy open cover of Y 

has a refinement which can be expanded to an open cover of 

X satisfying P. 

Lemma 4.5. Suppose P is a property satisfying 

(B) If a cover satisfies P, so does every subcoZZection 

and 

(C) If a cover satisfies P, so does its trace on any 

subspace. 

Let V be an asymmetricaZ P-canonicaZ cover of X and 

Zet Y be a subspace of X. If W(y) = V(y) n Y for each y E Y, 

then W is an asymmetricaZ P-canonicaZ cover of Y. 

[A neighbornet V is asymmetricaZ if x E V(y) and y E 

V(x) implies x = y.] Every scattered space has an 
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asymmetrical neighbornetl. More generally I 

Lemma 4.6. Let X be a a-scattered space, X = U:=lXn 

where each X is closed in X and scattered. Then X has a n 

neighbornet U such that 

(i) If P E Xn' then every point of [X n U(p)] - {p} is n 

o~ lower level in X than is p.n 
n-l(ii) If P E X - then U(p) n X. = f,J for alln Ui=lXi' ~ 

i < n. 

Any U satisfying (i) and (ii) is asymmetrical. 

Lemma 4.7. Suppose P is a property satisfying A, B, 

and C above. If X has a P-canonical cover, then X is heredi

tarily P-refinable. 

Proof. Let Y be a subspace of X and let U be a rela

tively open cover of Y. For each x E X let W(x) be an open 

neighborhood contained in V(x) I where V is P-canonical , with 

the condition that if y E Y , W(y) n Y will be contained in 

some member of U. The collection {W(y) n Yly E y} is the 

desired cover. 

The following table lists some properties P which satisfy 

A, B , and C. 

If P is the property 
of being 

then every space with 
a P-canonical cover 

is hereditarily 

(a-) locally finite 

locally countable 

point-countable 

point-finite 

a-point-finite 

a-disjoint 

paracompact 

para-Lindelof 

meta-Lindelof, 
metacompact 

a-metacompact 

screenable 
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The last four properties are different from the first 

two in that every a-scattered space which is hereditarily P

refinable has a P-canonical cover. This is one of the many 

results catalogued below in the main theorem of this section. 

This theorem will be proven as stated, so that the notation 

is more complicated than it needs to be for, say, the case 

where P is "point-finite." It may be helpful to "translate" 

the proofs to this special case (m = 2, n = H ) on a first
O

reading. First, we have a trivial lemma which nails down the 

kinds of properties we will be talking about. 

Lemma 4.8. Let m and n be cardinal numbers which are 

e i the r e q ua l to 2 0 r in fin i t e . Let P (m, n) bethe proper t y 0 f 

being the union of fewer than m collections Aa~ each of which 

satisfies ord(x,A ) < n for all x. If X is a space with an a 

open P (m,n) -cover Ii and each member U of Ii has an open 

P (m, n) -cover V(U) ~ then u{ V(U) IU E If} is an open P (m, n) -cover 

of x. 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that m > n 

whenever m is infinite, since if n ~ m in this case, P (m,n) 

is equivalent to P(2,n). Note that P(m,n) always satisfies 

(A), (B), and (C) of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. 

Theorem 4.9. Let P be a property of the form P(m,n) as 

in Lemma 4.8~ with at least one of m~n infinite. 

(1) If X is a finite product of spaces with P-canonical 

covers~ then X has a P-canonical cover. 

(2) If X has an open P-cover IJ~ and on each member of Ii 

is defined a P-canonical cover~ then X has a P-aanoniaal 
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cover. 

(3) If X is a a-scattered space~ then X has a P-canonicaZ 

cover ++ X has an asymmetricaZ P-canonicaZ cover ++ X is hered

itariZy P-refinabZe. 

(4) If X is a space with a P-canonicaZ cover and Y is a 

[hereditariZy] P-refinabZe space~ then X x Y is [hereditariZy] 

P-refinabZe. 

(5) If Y has a P-canonicaZ cover and f: X + Y is a com

pact map~ then X is P-refinabZe. 

Proof· (1) It is enough to show this for a twofold 

product. Let Xl and X2 have P-canonical covers VI and V2 . 

Let (x l ,x ) E Xl x X2 , and let V(x
l

,x ) = Vl(x ) x V (x ).2 2 l 2 2 

Property P means that Xl and X can be expressed as the
2 

union of subspaces, 

u{ X 20. Ia < A} (K, A < m) 

with 

ord{V. (xl) Ix. E X. } < n for all a (i 1,2) .1 1 10. 

Then X U{ X x < K, S < A} andX2sl0.10. 

ord{vl(x ) x V (x ) I (x ,x ) E Xlo. x X } < n.l 2 2 l 2 2s 

Also, V is injective. Hence V is P-canonical. 

(2) Well-order U and for each x E X, let U be the first x 

member of lj containing x. Define V(x) to be the neighborhood 

of x associated with U. Since V is a subset of the P-cover x 

described in Lemma 4.8, it satisfies P. Moreover, V is in

jective, as can be seen by breaking down into the cases 

U ~ U and U = U . x y x y 

(3) By Lemma 4.7, every space with a P-canonical cover 

is hereditarily P-refinable, so it is enough to show that 

every hereditarily P-refinable space which is a-scattered 
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has an asymmetrical P-canonical cover (equivalently, an asym

metrical neighbornet satisfying P). [Remark: the following 

proof is simpler if X is scattered: (2) comes more directly 

into play and the notation is simpler.] 
OO 

Let X = U IX where each X is a scattered, closed sub-n= n n 

space of X. Let U be a neighbornet on X satisfying Lemma 4.6. 

n-lFor each n, let xi = X n n - Ui=IXi · 

CZaim. There exists on each xi a function V such that n n 

(i) Vn(x) is an open subset of X, (ii) x E Vn(x) n U(x) and 

(iii) {V (x) Ix E xi} is a P-collection. 
n n 

Once this claim is proven, we define V(x) = Vn(x) for the 

unique n such that x E x:. Then if p E X , p f Vm(x) for anyn 

m > n, so V will satisfy P. By Lemma 4.6, V is an asymmetri 

cal neighbornet, since P satisfies Lemma 4.4. 

The claim will be proven by induction on the level of 

xi with a format similar to that of Theorem 3.4.n'
 

It is true whenever xi is discrete: let V be an open

n 

P-cover of X - u~:iXi refining {X - X } U {U(X) Ix E X~}; forn 

x E x: let Vn(x) be any member of V containing x. Then V n 

satisfies the claim. 

Assume the claim has been proven for all xi such that n 

every point of xi is of level <6 for some 6 < a. 
n 

Case I. a is a limit ordinal, and there are no points 

n-l
in X of level a. Let W be an open P-cover of X - Ui=IX i re

fining {X - X } u {U(p) Ip E Xi}. Each member W of W which n n 

meets X is contained in U(p) for some p E xi, which means 
n n 

that each point of W n Xi is of level <~(p) < a in Xi. So n - n 

by the induction hypothesis, we can define for each x E W n xi 
n 

an open set W(x) such that x E W(x) c W n U(x) and 
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{W(x) Ix E W n Xi} is a P-collection. Now well-order Wand for 
n 

each x E X~ let Vn(x) = W(x) where W is the least merr~er of 

W containing x. Just as in the proof of (2), {Vn(x) Ix E X~} 

is a P-collection satisfying the claim. 

Case II. There exists at least one point in X# of level 
n 

_ X# (a)E X#a. By Case I let Vn(x) be defined for all x to 
n n 

_ X# (a)satisfy the claim (with X# substituted for Xi) . Let n n n 

V be an open P-cover of X - n-l refining {X - X } UUi=lXi n 

E X# - X# (a) } .• X# (a){u(x) Ix For each x E let Vn(x) be any
n n n 

member of V containing x. Now V
n 

is defined on n'all of X#· 

it clearly satisfies (i) and (ii) of the claim; and it is a 

P-collection because it is the union of two P-collections. 

(4) Let lj be an open cover of X x Y by sets of the form 

x with V open in X and V open in Y. Let V be a PVI V2 ' l 2 

canonical cover of X. For each x E X, let Ax be a relatively 

open P-refinement on {x} x Y of lj t {x} x Y. Each A in Ax 

is a "copy" of an open subset of Y, and there exists VA open 

in X so that VA x A is contained in some member of lj. Let 

W(A) = (V(x) n VA) x A and let W {W(A) IA E Ax} · Then W x x 

is a P-collection. Since uW c V(x) x Y, u{Wxlx E X} is a Px 

cover by Lemma 4.8. This shows X x Y is P-refinable. To 

show hereditary P-refinability if Y is hereditarily P-refina

ble, use the same proof, but with lj a relatively open cover 

of Z eX x Y by sets of the form (VI x V
2

) n Z, and with 

A a relatively open P-refinement on ( {x} x Y) n z. x 

(5) For each y E Y let W[y] be the set f-l(V(y)) where 

V is a P-canonical cover on Y. Let lj be an open cover of X, 

and for each x E f-l(y) let W(x) be an open neighborhood of 

x contained in W[y] and also in some member of U. Let Wl(y) 
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be a finite subcollection of {W(x) Ix E f-l(y)} covering 

f-l(y). Then W= u{Wl(y) Iy E y} is an open P-refinement of 

tJ. 

It is instructive to compare the proof of (4) with the 

standard proof that the product of· two compact spaces is 

compact, or that the product of a compact space and a P

refinable space is P-refinable. In every case we first take 

the trace of an open cover on a fiber and refine that in the 

manner desired. Everything works fine on the fibers, but 

when we "blow up" the traces into open sets, we have to be 

careful to do it in the right way so that the open sets com

ing from different fibers do not intermingle too badly. 

One might try to get a common generalization of (4) and 

(5) along the lines of Theorem 3.6, but it cannot be done in 

general: 

Example 4.10. Let X be the space formed by taking the 

Niemitzki tangent disk space [55, Example 82] and isolating 

the points above the x-axis, leaving the points on the x-

axis with their tangent disk neighborhoods. Let Y be any 

vertical line of X, and let f be the projection of X on Y. 

Then f -1 (y) is a discrete subspace of X for each y E Y, and 

f is both continuous and open. But while Y has a P-canonical 

cover where P is "point-finite," X is not even metacompact. 

One of the more important corollaries of Theorem 4.9 is 

Theorem 1.1, and what we get by substituting "P(m,n)-refina

ble" for "metacompact." However, the whole theory of P-

canonical covers leaves us in the dark as to the status of: 
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Problem 4.11. Must the finite product of metacompact 

scattered spaces be metacompact? 

. . . let alone the same problem with "a-scattered" in place 

of "scattered," "P(m,n)-refinable" in place of "metacompact," 

or like modifications of: 

Problem 4.12. Is the product of a metacompact scattered 

space and a metacompact space likewise metacompact? 

5. Finitary ~-Space8 

It is possible to define P-canonical covers for 8

refinability, where P is the property of being a 8-cover: 

that is, the union of countably many covers Un such that for 

each point p there exists n such that ord(p,U) is finite. 
n 

However, it is awkward to find a P-canonical cover for even 

the simplest examples. And I do not know the answer to: 

Problem 5.1. Let X be a hereditarily 8-refinable 

scattered space. Must X have a P-canonical cover, where P 

is the property of being a 8-cover? 

Anyway, it is more in the spirit of the concept of 8

refinability [Definition: For every open cover there is an 

open 8-cover refining it.] to use a sequence of neighbornets 

instead of a single neighbornet. This would give us a good 

theory, but an even simpler treatment of the subject of 0

scattered, hereditarily 8-refinable spaces can be gotten 

through a slight change in perspective. 

Definition 5.2. A space X is a finitary S-space if for 

each x E X it is possible to define a sequence of open 
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neighborhoods V (x) so that for each p E X there exists n n 

such that p E V (x) for at most finitely many distinct x E X. n 

[Caution: This is not the same as having p be in finitely 

many sets of the form Vn(x).l 

We may assume without loss of generality that Vn(x) 

~ontains Vn+l(x) for all n. 

A special example of a finitary a-space is a space which 

has a P-canonical cover V, where P is "point-finite." In 

this case we let Vn(x) = Vex) for all n. 

The usual definition of a a-space goes like this: 

Definition 5.3. A space X is a a-space if for each 

x E X it is possible to define a sequence of open neighbor

hoods Vn(x) so that if {x } is a sequence and p is a pointn 

such that p E Vn(x ) for all n, then {X } clusters. n n 

A finitary a-space, then, is the case where only finitely 

many distinct {x } are involved, and clustering is immediate n 

from this. One big difference is that the concept of a 

finitary a-space is clearly hereditary, whereas that of a 

a-space is not: every compact Hausdorff space is a a-space, 

but not every Tychonoff space is. For example, the Michael 

line is not a a-space, because the product of a metric space 

and a normal a-space is normal. Another "advantage" of fini

tary a-spaces is: 

Theorem 5.4. Every finitary B-space is (hereditariZy) 

e-~efinabZe. 

Proof. Let lj be an open cover of the finitary a-space 

X and let {V }oo 1 satisfy Definition 5.2. For each x E X n n= 
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and each n, let Wn(x) be contained in Vn(x) and also in some 

member of U. Then each family W (={W (x) Ix E X}) is a cover n n 

of X refining U, and W= U
OO 

lW is clearly a 8-cover. 
n= n 

Lemma 5.5. Let X be a space and let Vex) be an open 

neighborhood of x for all x E X. It is possible to define 

W(x) so that 

(i) W(x) is an open neighborhood of x contained in vex) 

for all x 

(ii) If P E W(x) and x E W(p)~ then both x and pare con

tained in W(y) for infinitely many distinct y. 

Notation. If W(x), is a subset of X for all x E X, we 

let W-l(x) = {ylx E W(y)}. 

Proof of the Lemma. Let X = {xlv-l(x) is finite}. Ifo 
-1 

x E XO' define WO(x) = Vex) - (V (x) - {x}). Otherwise, 

define WO(x) = V(x). Let Xl = {xIW~I(X) is finite}. For 

-1
all x E Xl' let Wl(x) = WO(x) - (W (x) - {x}). Note thatO 

X C Xl and that for all x E XO' Wl(x) = WO(x). In general,o 
assume W a has been defined, and let X 

a 
+l = {xIW~l(x) is 

finite}. If x E X a +1 ' let W a +1 (x) ~ Wa(x) 
-1 

- (Wa (x) - {x}). 

If x f X +l , let Wa+l(x) = V(x). If a is a limit ordinal,a 

let Wa(x) = n{wS(x)!S < a}. Since this is actually the in

tersectipn of at most two open sets, Wa(x) is an open neigh

borhood of x. Take the smallest ordinal a so that Wa(x) 

WS(x) for all S > a, and let W(x) = Wa(x) for all x E X. 

Then if W-l(x) is f~nite, and p E W-l(x) , then p f W(x) = 

Wa+l(x) , unless p x, as desired. 

CoroZZary 5.6. If X is a finitary S-space~ then it is 
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possibZe to define Vn(x) so that {Vn}:=l satisfies Definition 

5.2 and3 in addition3 if X = {plv~l(p) is finite}3 thenn 

(*) If P E Xn3 and if for some x E X, P E Vn(x), then 

x ~ V (p) • n 

In particular, the restriction of V to X is an anti n n 

symmetric neighbornet of X . n 

Theorem 5.7. Every finitary S-space is weakZy a-discrete. 

Proof. Let X be a finitary S-space and let {Vn}:=l and 

X be as in Corollary 5.6. For each x E X ' let Wn(x) = n n 

n{vn(y) Ix E Vn(y)}. Then Wn(x) is an open neighborhood of 

-1 x such that if p E Wn(x) , then V (x) is a proper subset of n 

~l{p). Indeed, V;l(p) contains p in addition to everything 

-1in V (x). Thus n
 

D = {picard Vn-l(P) rn}

ron 

is a discrete subspace of X. 

As we will see below, every a-scattered, hereditarily 

8-refinable space is a finitary S-space. This does not ex

tend to weakly a-discrete spaces. The Michael line is weakly 

a-discrete and hereditarily paracompact, but it is not a S-

space, as remarked above. 

A big advantage over P-canonical covers comes with: 

OO 

Theorem 5.8. Let X Um=lX ··'h eac h X;s a c"ose~ dm were m v 

subspace of X. If X is a finitary S~space for aLL n, so is m 

X. 

Proof. Let v:(X) be defined with respect to X for m 

x E X ' to satisfy Definition 5.2 and the condition V:+l(x) C m 

vm(x) for all n. For x E X ' let ~(x) be an open subspacen rn n 
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of X whose intersection with X is the X -interior of ~(x) • m m n 

For x ~ X , let wID(x) = X - X • Now let V (x) = nn lwm. To
l m n m n m= n 

show that the conditions for a finitary S-space are satisfied, 

choose for each x E X an integer m such that x E X ' and then m 

an integer n > m such that x E vm(y) for only finitely many
n 

Our next sequence of theorems is analogous to Theorem 

4.9, and the proofs will only be sketched. 

Theorem 5.9. A finite product of finitary S-spaces is 

a finitary S-space. 

Proof· (outline). If X and Yare finitary S-spaces, 

let ~(x,y) = Vn(x) x Vm(Y). There is a pair (m,n) such that 

V~l(x) is finite and V~l(y) is finite, making (~)-l(X,y) 

finite. 

Theorem 5.10. If X has an open 8-cover U = U:=lU byn 

finitary S-spaces, then X is a finitary a-space. 

Proof. Let X be the (closed) subspace of all x in X 
mn 

such that ord(x,U ) = m. For each x E X let Wk(x) be the 
n mn 

intersection of all Vi(x) such that i < k and Vi(x) is de

fined with respect to those members of Un which contain x. 

Using the Wk(x), we see that X is a finitary S-space for mn 

all m,n. Hence X is a finitary S-space. 

Theorem 5.11. Every a-scattered, hereditarily 8-re

finable space is a finitary S-space. 

Proof. By Theorem 5.8, it is enough to show this for 

scattered spaces X. 

It is obviously true for a discrete space. 
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Assume it has been proved for all X in which every point 

is of level <6 for some a < a. 

Case I. a is a limit ordinal and X has no points of 

level a. Let lj be an open cover of X such that for each 

U E U there exists S < u such that u(S) =~. Let V = U:=lV n 

be an open 8-refinement of U, and use the induction hypothe

sis and Theorem 5.10 to show that X is a finitary a-space. 

Case II. X has at least one point of level a, and no 

points of higher level. On the open subspace X - x(a), de

fine Vn(x) by Case I. Let lj be an open cover of X such that 

each member contains at most one point of level a. Let 

11 U
OO 111 be an open 8-cover refining U, and for each 
n= n 

x E x(u) let Vn(x) be any member of V containing x. n 

Theopem 5.12. The ppoduct of a finitapy a-space and a 

[hepeditapil.y] 8-pefinabl.e space is [hepeditapil.y] 8-pefina

bl.e. 

Ppoof. Same as for (4) of Theorem 4.9, except that 

A(x) U:=l A(n,x) is a relatively open 8-cover of {x} x Y, 

and we let W (x) {W(A) IA·E A(n,x)} and U'(x) = U:=lWn(x).n 

Theopem 5.13. If Y is a finitapy a-space and f: X ~ Y 

is a compact map~ then X is 8-pefinabl.e. 

Ppoof. As in Theorem 4.~.(5). 

Theopem 5.14. Le~ X be a ppoduct of a a~soatteped~ 

hepeditapil.y 8-pefinabl.e space and a [hepeditapil.y] 8-pefina

bl.e space. Then X is [hepeditapil.y] 8-pefinabl.e. 

This is a corollary of Theorems 5.11 and 5.12. 

ppobl.em 5.15. Is the ppoduct of a 8-pefinabl.e scatteped 
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space and a 8-refinable space likewise 8-refinable? 

6. Concluding Remarks 

Scattered spaces are among the simplest of topological 

spaces. If there exists a scattered counterexample to a con

jecture, it is often among the easiest to find. So, if no

thing else, the results in this paper are useful in telling 

us where not to look for counterexamples. 

I have not been successful in finding an adequate theory 

for a-scattered, hereditarily o8-refinable, or weakly 08

refinable spaces. The biggest stumbling block is the finding 

of a satisfactory analogue, to Theorems 4.9(2) and Theorem 

5.10. Without them, one gets bogged down in Case I of the 

induction process showing that every a-scattered space has 

the desired structure. 

The problem of devising a successful theory for weakly 

8-refinable spaces and weakly o8-refinable spaces is also 

open. If a scattered space is hereditarily weakly e-refina

ble, for example, must its product with a weakly 8-refinable 

space be likewise weakly 8-refinable? And what can be said 

about a-scattered irreducible spaces? 

There are some covering properties for which no such 

theory as those above can be devised. For example, DO* x D* 
l 

shows us that the product of hereditarily paracompact scat

tered spaces need not be hereditarily normal. And D* x D* 
l 2 

(where for D* we add a single point to a discrete space of2 

cardinal K ) is a product of scattered, hereditarily sub2

paracompact spaces which is not hereditarily subparacompact: 

remove the corner point. 
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Similarly for orthocompactness: every open cover has a 

refinement V such that for every x E X the set n{v E Vlx E V} 

is open. Clearly, any space X such that x(2) = ~ is (heredi

tari1y) orthocompact. J. Chaber has constructed such a 

space,	 called Y4' which is not countab1y metacompact [Ch]. 

Now, in [S] there is: 

Theorem 6.1. If X is orthocompact and Y is compact, 

metric, and infinite, then X x Y is orthocompact iff X is 

countably metacompact. 

Thus Y x (w+1) is not orthocompact, even though both4 

factors are hereditarily orthocompact and scattered. 
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